
 

 

 

 

June 27, 2019 

The Honorable Martin J. Walsh 
Mayor, City of Boston 
One City Hall Square, Suite 500 
Boston MA 02201-2013 
 

Re: The Northern Avenue Bridge 

Dear Mayor Walsh, 

On behalf of the Board of the Boston Society of Architects (BSA) as well as the BSA Historic Resources 
Committee and Placemaking Committee, we commend the City of Boston on the thorough planning 
process for the Northern Avenue Bridge, while sharing the need to further vet the range of reuse, 
rehabilitation and reconstruction options. We are writing to ask that you ensure that this treasured, 
beloved Historic Landmark be preserved for future generations. We recognize the significant investment 
required to preserve this existing structure, and encourage the City and design team to explore the 
dynamic range of options available to at least preserve the history, significance and character of the 
structure. Sadly the current presentation on the bridge’s budget lacks transparency and clarity. We 
encourage the City to conduct an independent assessment regarding the cost of preserving the Bridge. 
To this end, we request you consider the following recommendations: 

1. Preserve the skyline of the bridge for the future. This could be 
accomplished in several ways including:  
• Repairing and restoring the existing bridge using a combination of 

new and salvaged components from the Northern Avenue Bridge 
and the North Washington Street Bridge (Charlestown). 

• Salvage the upper structure by saving the existing trusses that line 
the bridge and give the neighborhood its unique and distinctive 
character. This preserves the bridge's historic profile.  

• Design and construct a replication of the existing bridge. 

2. Limit the Old Northern Avenue Bridge to pedestrian and non-motorized 
traffic. Motor vehicles are accommodated on the Seaport Boulevard 
Bridge, which is meant for vehicular traffic. Public health, keeping the 
new bridge free from the pollution of unhealthy diesel and gasoline 
exhausts, as well as noise pollution is vital to the viability and 



sustainability of the community. Large vehicles, including shuttles, 
busses, and trucks block the view of the waterfront and discourage 
pedestrians and bicyclists. Public health and safety should be an 
important requirement as we look to address the community’s needs.  

3. Uphold the historic commitments made by the city, dating all the way 
back to Mayor White who committed to long-term preservation of the 
existing historic bridge, as pointed out by the Boston Preservation 
Alliance. A binding commitment was made to the federal government 
and the Massachusetts Historical Commission as a condition for 
construction of the Moakley Bridge in 1977. 

4. These requests should not conflict with the increasingly important commitment of 
the city to resiliency and recognition of the key location of the Northern Avenue 
Bridge in the Seaport District. 

Finally, should the City move forward with alternative plans, we strongly 
encourage you to reconsider the construction bid winner being given the rights 
to sell off the trusses. This is neither in the best interest of preservation nor a 
benefit to the citizens. 

We believe landmarks like the Northern Avenue Bridge help make Boston a 
great city by advancing our community’s preservation of its historic beauty, 
economic vitality, sustainability and most importantly livability. The BSA would 
be honored to work with you to finding solutions for preserving this important 
structure. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jean Carroon FAIA 

President 

 


